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We have developed a fast and efficient route to obtain perfunctionalized ether-linked alkyl and benzyl derivatives of the 

closo-[B12(OH)12]
2- icosahedral dodecaborate cluster via microwave-assisted synthesis. These icosahedral boron clusters 

exhibit three-dimensional delocalization of the cage-bonding electrons, tunable photophysical properties, and a high 

degree of stability in air in both solid and solution states. A series of closo-[B12(OR)12]
2-, hypocloso-[B12(OR)12]

1- and 

hypercloso-[B12(OR)12]
0 clusters have been prepared with reaction times ranging from hours to several minutes. This 

method is superior to previously reported protocols since it dramatically decreases the reaction times required and 

eliminates the need for inert atmosphere conditions. The generality of the new microwave-based method has been 

further demonstrated through the synthesis of several new derivatives, which feature redox potentials up to 0.6 V more 

positive than previously known B12(OR)12 cluster compounds. We further show how this method can be applied to a one-

pot synthesis of hybrid, vertex-differentiated species B12(OR)11(OR’) that was formerly accessible only via multi-step 

reaction sequence. 

Introduction 

The existence of an icosahedral dodecaborate [B12H12] 

cluster was first predicted by Lipscomb and co-workers in 

1954.
1
 In a subsequent theoretical molecular orbital-based 

approach published in 1955
2
, Longuet-Higgins and Roberts 

predicted that such a cluster would only be stable as dianionic 

[B12H12]
2-

. A 1959 study by Shapiro and Williams
3
 suggested 

the possible formation of a [B12H12]
2-

 icosahedron, and in 1960 

this cluster was first successfully isolated and characterized as 

a triethylammonium salt by Pitochelli and Hawthorne, albeit in 

a relatively low yield.
4
 Subsequent pioneering studies by 

Hawthorne, Knoth, Muetterties, and others initiated a new era 

in the field of boron cluster chemistry.
5–19

 Specifically, these 

groups have shown that [B12H12]
2-

 can be prepared on a large 

scale in a high yield (>90%)
19

 and undergo facile 

functionalization chemistry that parallels some properties of 

classical organic molecules (e.g. benzene).
20–22

 This was an 

exciting discovery, since previously many boron hydride 

clusters were perceived as highly unstable species prone to 

fast degradation by heat, acids, and bases. Conversely, 

[B12H12]
2- 

salts were shown to be stable in acids and bases, and 

were thermally stable as high as 810 °C with no observable 

decomposition.
12

 Knoth and co-workers were the first to 

demonstrate the persubstitution of [B12H12]
2-

, producing 

halogenated [B12F12]
2-

, [B12Cl12]
2-

, [B12Br12]
2-

 and [B12I12]
2-

 

derivatives.
16,23

 In the past two decades, persubstitution of 

[B12H12]
2- 

was improved with new synthetic methods
 

and 

extended towards other functional groups including 

[B12Me12]
2-

 and [B12(OH)12]
2-

.
24–28

 Among the perfunctionalized 

derivatives synthesized, closo-[B12(OH)12]
2-

 is particularly 

appealing, as it is capable of undergoing further 

functionalization by forming ether, ester, carbonate, and 

carbamate linkages.
27,29–31

 

While controlled oxidation of the parent [B12H12]
2- 

anion 

leads to an irreversible cluster degradation forming a B–B 

linked dimer,
17

 several perfunctionalized variants have been 

previously observed to undergo reversible redox behavior.
32

 

For example, Rupich reported that [B12X12]
2-

 could undergo a 

single electron oxidation to form a stable radical [B12X12]
1-

,
33

 

which was recently isolated and structurally confirmed as the 

oxidized radical [B12Cl12]
1-

 species by Knapp and co-workers.
34

 

Hawthorne and co-workers reported that the 

perfunctionalized B12(OCH2Ph)12 cluster can exist in three 

distinct redox states accessible via two sequential and quasi-

reversible one-electron oxidation reactions of the parent 

dianionic closo species.
35

 The same group later showed that 

other benzyl and alkyl functionalized B12(OR)12 clusters can be 

synthesized, and all of these species exhibit similarly reversible 

redox behavior.
29

 Schleid and co-workers subsequently 

showed that the parent [B12(OH)12]
2-

 cluster can undergo a 

one-electron oxidation to form a stable radical [B12(OH)12]
1-
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species.
36

 Interestingly, the redox potential of the ether-linked 

B12(OR)12 species can be rationally tuned as a function of the 

O-bound substituent, reminiscent of many metal-based redox-

active inorganic complexes.
29,32,37

 Unfortunately, all of the 

reported synthetic routes towards B12(OR)12 clusters currently 

require either extremely long reaction times (weeks) or highly 

specialized high-pressure equipment. Furthermore, in all cases 

strict inert atmospheric conditions are also required for their 

synthesis.
27,29,35

  

Herein we report a rapid, scalable, and robust synthetic 

route to a wide range of perfunctionalized B12(OR)12 cluster 

derivatives utilizing a bench-top microwave reactor. This 

technology has emerged over the past several decades and has 

been successfully employed in a large number of synthetic 

schemes
38

 which necessitate the reaction heating above the 

boiling point of the solvent. Our work shows that the 

microwave-based method enables synthesis of 

perfunctionalized ether-linked boron clusters within minutes 

and does not require the use of inert atmosphere and 

rigorously dried solvents. We further show the synthetic utility 

of our method in the preparation of previously unknown 

B12(OR)12 derivatives featuring highly oxidizing redox potentials 

as well as vertex-differentiated molecular architectures. 

Synthesized cluster species were all isolated and characterized 

using solution-based NMR and IR spectroscopic tools and mass 

spectrometry. Electron delocalization of the radical state in 

these species was further evaluated by electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and elucidated by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).  

Results and Discussion 

The tetrabutylammonium (TBA) salt of closo-[B12(OH)12]
-2

 

(TBA2[1]) was chosen for use with our microwave synthesis 

due to its enhanced solubility in organic solvents compared to 

alkali metal salts of 1 (Figure 1).
29

 The synthesis of TBA2[1] was 

adapted from previously reported protocols by Hawthorne and 

co-workers (see SI for details).
29,39,40

  

 
Figure 1. Synthetic route to produce functionalized ether-linked derivatives of 
the hypercloso boron clusters (2-14) via microwave-assisted synthesis. Precursor 
synthesis of [1]2- was adapted from previously described methods (see SI for 
details).29,39,40 

Oxygen-free, anhydrous conditions (oven-dried glassware, 

dried and distilled solvents, nitrogen atmosphere) were 

initially employed for microwave-assisted syntheses of alkyl- 

and benzyl-functionalized closo-[B12(OH)12]
2-

 [1] ether-linked 

derivatives, due to previously described high-pressure and 

reflux-based methods necessitating stringent air and moisture 

free conditions. To our surprise, we discovered that microwave 

reactions utilizing previously reported conditions (benzyl 

bromide and TBA2[1] in the presence of N,N-

diisopropylethylamine (DIEA, Hünig’s base) in acetonitrile) are 

driven at a much higher rate, resulting in quantitative 

formation of a mixture of charged 1-/2- TBA salts of 2 within 

15 minutes at 140 °C, as indicated by in situ 
11

B NMR 

spectroscopy. Specifically, no parent 
11

B NMR resonance at δ –

18 corresponding to the [B12(OH)12]
2-

 starting material is 

observed, and a singlet at δ –16 can be seen instead. 

Concomitant presence of [2]
1- 

radical species in the product 

mixture can be deduced from the diagnostic pink color of the 

solution and its measured signature EPR signal (G-factor = 

2.008121). Oxidation of the reaction mixture using FeCl3∙6H2O 

in 90/10 ethanol/acetonitrile followed by column 

chromatography on silica gel produces the pure neutral cluster 

[2]
0
 in 63% yield (Figure 2). Oxidation can be conveniently 

monitored by 
11

B NMR, where the fully oxidized cluster [2]
0
 

exhibits a downfield resonance shift at δ 41.8. Overall, this 

represents a significant reduction in reaction duration from 

the originally reported 6 days and 4 hours required for reflux 

and high-pressure reactor methods, respectively, while 

retaining similar yield.
29

 

 

Figure 2. Synthesis of 2 from TBA2[1] using microwave-based method along with 
two previously reported methods indicating dramatic reduction in reaction time 
without compromising the isolated yield of [2]0.29 

Encouraged by these results, we then optimized the 

microwave reaction times with allyl bromide and bromoethane 

reagents independently, and in both cases observed that 

complete substitution can be accomplished within 15 - 30 

minutes at 140 °C. These compounds were isolated in their 

fully oxidized neutral form in a similar fashion to [2]
0
, 

(compounds [3]
0
 and [4]

0
, respectively; Figure 3). Notably, 

previously reported high-pressure reactor synthesis of these 

species required 3 and 12 hours, respectively, for alkylation to 

occur at all twelve vertices, suggesting that the microwave-

based method can be generally applied to several classes of 

ether-linked B12(OR)12 clusters and is potentially superior to 

the previously developed methods.
29

 

The relatively short perfunctionalization reaction times 

made possible by this new microwave technique prompted us 

to investigate whether it would be possible to utilize ambient 

synthetic conditions. Specifically, we hypothesized that the 

fast rate of product formation would outcompete the rate of 

degradation stemming from the presence of adventitious air 

and moisture during the synthesis. We therefore tested the 

synthesis of 2 using as-received non-dried acetonitrile (see SI) 

with the reagents added to a reaction vessel open to air. The 

open-air synthesis of 2 proceeded with full conversion in 15 

minutes as indicated by 
11

B NMR spectroscopy on the crude 

mixture. Following the normal work-up procedure (see SI), [2]
0
 

was isolated in a 63% yield, suggesting that rigorous exclusion 

of air and moisture is not necessary for this transformation. 
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This open-air synthesis method was successfully used for all 

subsequent ether-based cluster syntheses reported in this 

work. We decided to further explore the scope of this 

transformation by using longer-chain alkyl substituents. Hexyl 

chain substitution required increased reaction times compared 

to the shorter ethyl substituent, yet persubstitution was still 

achieved within two hours, as opposed to 8 hours when using 

a high-pressure reactor
29

 (isolated as [5]
0
, Figure 3). This 

increased reaction time likely stems from the increase in the 

length and size of the alkyl reagent affecting the kinetics of the 

reaction.
41,42

 To further probe the limits of the microwave-

based method we tested hexene- and undecene-based 

electrophiles, and even with the requisite increase in reaction 

time to 7 and 8 hours respectively, persubstitution proceeded 

to full conversion. Neutral [6]
0
 and [7]

0
 were isolated in 43% 

and 28% yields, respectively, after oxidation and normal 

purification procedures (Figure 3). These derivatives have not 

been synthesized prior to this report, and their preparation 

illustrates how one can dramatically increase the size of these 

ether-based dodecaborate clusters via a direct linkage of large 

substituents featuring terminal olefins onto [B12(OH)12]
2-

. 

 
Figure 3. Synthesized B12(OR)12 clusters via microwave-based method. Yields are 
reported for the species isolated in a designated oxidation state as an average of 
two independent trials. For previously synthesized species, reported yield is 
given for comparison.

29
 *Additional 8% of 1-/2- non-oxidized species collected.  

 

Based on the success of the long-chain olefin-containing 

moieties, we investigated the compatibility of this system with 

less stable reagents by using ethyl 4-bromobutyrate with 

TBA2[1]. Perfunctionalization with ethyl butyrate has been 

challenging using prior synthetic methods, requiring multiple-

step sequential additions of the alkyl halide and Hünig’s base 

for 20 days while being handled under inert atmosphere 

conditions.
43

 However, utilizing microwave-assisted synthesis, 

the same product (Figure 3, [8]
0
) was obtained via a single 1.5 

hour reaction, followed by oxidation with FeCl3∙6H2O overnight 

and purification with column chromatography on Sephadex
TM

 

and silica gel. 

Benzyl-substituted ether-based clusters can feature a high 

degree of electrochemical tunability as a function of the 

substituents attached to the aromatic ring.
37

 Our method 

allows for the efficient synthesis of clusters containing both 

electron-rich (9) and electron-withdrawing (10) benzyl 

derivatives in yields matching previous methods but with 

significantly reduced reaction times (Figure 3). We were 

further intrigued by the possibility of extending the accessible 

electrochemical window for this class of compounds by 

utilizing benzyl halide precursors containing highly electron-

withdrawing substituents. The perfunctionalized cluster 

featuring a trifluoromethyl (CF3) group attached to the para 

position of the benzyl moiety was prepared using our method 

in 30 minutes, and following oxidation the isolated neutral 

compound [11]
0
 was obtained in 66% yield (Figure 3). The 

oxidation potential of [11]
1-

/[11]
0-

 (E1/2 = 0.56 V vs Fc/Fc
+
) 

measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) is particularly notable 

since it is higher than any reported B12(OR)12 cluster to date 

(previously 0.09 V vs Fc/Fc
+
).

37
 Plotting the Hammett constants 

of various benzyl substituents
42

 versus the redox potentials of 

[B12(OR)12] clusters perfunctionalized with these groups
37

 

(Figure 4) indicates the oxidation potential of these clusters 

can be rationally extended beyond the previously reported 

electrochemical window.  

 
Figure 4. (a) Redox potential of [B12(OR)12]2-/1-  and (b) [B12(OR)12]1-/0 substituted 
with various benzyl substituents plotted vs Hammett constants.22,42 Previously 
characterized

37
 (black) and new (red) [B12(OR)12]

0
 clusters are shown. 

For example, according to the trend suggested by this 

Hammett plot, a para-nitrobenzyl-substituted cluster should 

exhibit a higher 1-/0 oxidation potential than 11 (Figure 3 and 

Figure 4).
42

 The perfunctionalized cluster 12 featuring para-

nitro (NO2) substituent attached to the benzyl was successfully 

synthesized using our method in 30 minutes, however, 

oxidation of the reaction mixture containing [12]
2-/1-

 with 

FeCl3∙6H2O did not produce any hypercloso-neutral species 
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[12]
0
. Instead, the radical cluster species [12]

1- 
was isolated as 

the only product in 67% yield (Figure 3). This is not surprising, 

given the predicted oxidation potential for the [12]
1-

/[12]
0
 

redox couple is more positive than the oxidizing strength of 

FeCl3∙6H2O.
44

 Attempts to use stronger chemical oxidants (e.g. 

ceric ammonium nitrate) resulted in cluster degradation. 

Furthermore, insufficient solubility of [12]
1- 

as a TBA salt 

precluded us from obtaining CV measurements for this 

derivative. Nevertheless, convinced we could expand the 

electrochemical window for B12(OR)12 species featuring benzyl-

based substituents, we turned our attention to a potentially 

more soluble compound containing a 3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)benzyl group instead. 

 

Figure 5. (a) Reversible redox activity of 13; (b) Cyclic voltammogram (CV) 
demonstrating two independent, one-electron oxidation/reduction waves 
between 2-/1-, and 1-/0 states (1 mM 13 with 0.1 M TBAPF6 in CH2Cl2; glassy 
carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, Ag/AgCl pseudoreference 
electrode behind a CoralPor tip; referenced to an internal ferrocene standard); 
(c) Infrared spectroelectrochemical (IRSEC)

45,46
 analysis of 0/1-/2- states of 13; 

(d) 19F NMR spectra of [13]1- and [13]2-  with EPR of [13]1- (inset); (e) UV-Vis 
spectra of [13]1- and [13]2-. 

Using the microwave method described above, cluster 13 

was synthesized in 30 minutes. Interestingly, unlike all of the 

synthesized clusters reported thus far, the post-microwave 

reaction mixture was colorless, which is a characteristic 

feature of the pure dianionic state [13]
2-

 for these clusters. The 

lack of color persisted even after column chromatography 

purification on silica gel in air. The identity of the pure isolated 

TBA salt of [13]
2-

 (73% yield) was validated by full 

spectroscopic characterization and mass spectrometry (see SI). 

Oxidation of [13]
2-

 with FeCl3∙6H2O did not produce the neutral 

cluster, rather the pure [13]
1-

 radical species was isolated in 78 

% yield, resulting in 56% net yield for [13]
1-

 species starting 

from TBA2[1]. Use of stronger chemical oxidants such as ceric 

ammonium nitrate (CAN) degraded the boron cage, producing 

a diagnostic 
11

B NMR resonance at δ 20 characteristic of 

borates.
47

 Nevertheless, we were able to observe neutral 

cluster [13]
0
 electrochemically via infrared 

spectroelectrochemistry (IR-SEC) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

in CH2Cl2 (Figure 5, B, C). CVs of [13]
1-

 as the TBA salt in CH2Cl2 

showed two quasi-reversible redox features at -0.05 V and 

0.68 V vs Fc/Fc+, corresponding to the 2-/1- and 1-/0 

transitions, respectively. IR-SEC experiments where the applied 

potential was increased to more positive potentials 

incrementally on the TBA salt of [13]
2-

 showed subtle changes 

in the IR stretching modes for all three oxidation states of [13] 

around 1130-1140 cm
-1

 and 1200-1220 cm
-1

. The shift in these 

IR bands assigned to the B–O bond
48

 to higher wavenumbers 

from [13]
2-

/[13]
1-

/[13]
0
 is consistent with those observed in 

the same region for the analogous para-CF3 compound [11]
0
 

which can be isolated in its neutral form via direct synthesis 

(see SI). The high oxidation potential for the [13]
1-

/[13]
0
 redox 

couple observed from cyclic voltammetry (E1/2 = 0.70 V vs 

Fc/Fc
+
) is notable since it is the highest observed 1-/0 oxidation 

potential for the B12(OR)12 class of clusters reported to date
37

 

and is ~130 mV higher that the para-CF3 benzyl cluster 11. 
19

F 

NMR spectroscopy provides another diagnostic handle on the 

oxidation state of this compound (Figure 5, D). 
11

B NMR 

spectra for these clusters typically show a singlet around δ -14 

to -16 for the 2- state, though the 1- state is silent due to the 

presence of the paramagnetic radical (confirmed by EPR, 

Figure 5D (inset)). However, with 
19

F NMR spectroscopy, a shift 

from a singlet resonance in [13]
2-

 at δ -63.36 to a broad singlet 

at δ -63.24 for [13]
1-

 was observed. This broadening is 

consistent with the paramagnetic nature of [13]
1-

, where F 

atoms are located far enough from the unpaired electron-

carrying B12-based cluster core to be resolved by 
19

F NMR 

spectroscopy.  

 
Figure 6. (A-B) Solid state X-ray structures for [13]1- and [11]0 shown with 50% 
thermal ellipsoid probabilities for the boron atoms (hydrogen atoms omitted for 
clarity). B atoms are blue, O – red, C – black, and F – green. Selected bond 
lengths and angles of the boron cores (substituents omitted for clarity) for [11]0 
and [13]1- are shown on the bottom. Overlay of the two cores ([13]1- in blue, 

[11]0 in red) is depicted in the middle. 
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The structural parameters of the boron clusters featuring 

persubstituted vertices can exhibit significant distortions in the 

solid state as a function of the substituent and the redox state 

as determined by X-ray crystallographic studies. Specifically, 

[2]
2-

 exhibits nearly identical B–B bond distances (1.781(4) – 

1.824(4) Å) and angles (B–B–B 107.798°<a<109.229°) as 

expected for a perfect icosahedron, yet as the cluster is 

oxidized to the electron-deficient [2]
1-

 the structure expands 

and distorts slightly, with further distortion observed in the 

neutral state.
35

 Additionally, the B–O bond lengths decrease as 

the cluster is oxidized from [2]
2-

, which contains the longest 

average B–O distances, to the neutral [2]
0
 state with the 

shortest B–O distances.
35

 This observed trend of B–B bond 

lengthening, B–O bond contraction, and B–B–B angle 

distortion within the core as a function of cluster oxidation 

state is supported qualitatively by the crystal structures for 

neutral [11]
0
 and radical [13]

1-
 (Figure 6), which show 

comparable changes to those observed between [2]
1-

 and [2]
0
. 

Selected bond lengths and angles for [11]
0
 and [13]

1- 
are 

shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 7. (a) Boron XPS spectra for TBA2[1]2-, TBA[12]1-, and [11]0  showing an 
increase in B–B bond energy with increasing oxidation state; (b) Boron XPS 
spectra for TBA2[13]2- and TBA[13]1- indicating the higher B-B bond energies of 
the [13]2- and [13]1- anions compared to the other substituted clusters.  

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been widely 

used to study oxidation states in inorganic compounds.
49–52

 

We therefore decided to utilize this technique to further 

elucidate the oxidation state and effect of functionalization for 

these boron clusters. Boron XPS spectra for several 

representative clusters synthesized in our study (Figure 7) 

indicate a clear trend observed in the shift of B–B bond peak 

energies depending on the redox state of the functionalized 

cluster. The observed geometric distortion of these boron 

cluster icosahedra with oxidation from 2- to 1- and further to 

neutral species results in an increased B–B binding energy 

(Figure 7A). The nature of the substituents also produces a 

clear trend in these measurements, as compound 13 also 

exhibits an increase in B–B binding energy as the cluster 

increases in oxidation state from [13]
2-

 to [13]
1- 

(Figure 7B), yet 

both are higher in energy than that of neutral cluster [11]
0
.  

However, despite the change in oxidation potential and 

binding energy observed from the XPS data from substituent 

effects, the nature of the electron radical delocalization 

throughout the boron-based core remains consistent. A single, 

broad symmetric EPR signal centered between 3450 and 3500 

Gauss was observed for all cluster species isolated in the 

radical form with g values ranging between 2.0079 and 2.0081 

depending on the substituent (see SI). Due to the 3D 

delocalization of the single electron across the 12 boron nuclei 

comprising the cluster, there exist a large number of possible 

hyperfine couplings.
36

 Overlap of these hyperfine couplings 

ultimately gives rise to the single broad line observed in the 

EPR spectra.  

In addition to previously mentioned benefits such as 

shortened reaction durations and the lack of stringent 

requirements for inert reaction conditions, microwave-assisted 

synthesis allows for one-pot, single-step reactions that would 

otherwise require more elaborate protocols. Monosubstitution 

of a benzyl ligand followed by persubstitution of the remaining 

eleven vertices has previously required a lengthy process 

involving several steps,
53

 whereas we demonstrate a one-pot 

approach enabled by our microwave-based method. For 

example, mixed-substituent B12(OEt)11(OBn) cluster (14, Figure 

8) can be formed in a single step simply by adding a 

stoichiometric amount of the desired reagents into a single 

reaction vessel.  

 

Figure 8. One-pot synthesis of vertex-differentiated hypercloso cluster [14]0 from 
an approximately 60:1:1 molar mixture of benzyl bromide:bromoethane:TBA2[1]. 
Isolated yield of [14]0 was 18% (compound [4]0 was also formed as an additional 
product of the reaction). 11B NMR spectra indicates loss of the icosahedral 
symmetry due to vertex differentiation, 

1
H NMR integrations show 24H (CH2) and 

36H (CH3) for the 11 ethyl groups and 2H (CH2) and 5H (Ph) for the single benzyl 
moiety. 

 

This reaction was completed in 30 minutes, producing 

three distinct species as a mixture which were oxidized with 

FeCl3∙6H2O as previously described and subsequently isolated 

via column chromatography on silica: the perfunctionalized 
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ethyl cluster [4]
0
, a small amount (<5%) of di-substituted 

[B12(OEt)10(OBn)2]
0
 clusters, and the desired [14]

0
 in 18% yield. 

This method represents a significantly faster route to produce 

[B12(OR)11(OR
’
)] mixed-substituent clusters.

54
  

Conclusions 

A rapid microwave-assisted synthetic route to 

perfunctionalized ether-linked B12(OR)12 clusters is disclosed 

and the robust nature of the technique demonstrated by the 

synthesis and characterization of multiple derivatives of 1. For 

previously synthesized compounds, reaction duration was 

significantly reduced and prior requirements for oxygen-free 

and anhydrous reaction conditions were eliminated. Our 

method also allows for a unique one-pot synthesis of mixed-

substituent clusters with good selectivity under the same 

open-air conditions. The cluster species described here 

maintain the attractive properties of earlier derivatives, 

behaving as redox-active cores which show delocalization of 

electrons throughout the entire 3D boron cage, while the new 

functional groups provide a significant expansion to the 

available tuneable redox potential window for this class of 

clusters. 
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